
Our company is looking for a managing architect. To join our growing team, please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for managing architect

You are responsible for requirements, design, architecture, testing and other
pertinent software artifacts for various clients served out of the COE with
highest delivery quality, completeness and timelines
You are able to operate effectively in a millennial work environment and
ensure smooth and successful implementations
You should be able to identify and challenge several application delivery
scenarios by taking into account the business environment
Be accountable for creating end-to-end solution design and development on
industry leading cognitive offerings
Oversee the architecture for the cognitive components including
unstructured data technologies, cognitive APIs, annotation and related data
and analytics, Big Data, Date Warehouse, Business Intelligence, Data
Integration, Enterprise Information Management, Master Data Management
and/or Data Consolidation projects
Support pre-sales activities, assessments and manager the delivery of these
first-of-a-kind solutions
Ability to translate the customer’s business process requirements into an
optimal SAP landscape design
Guide the customer in the development of a successful implementation
roadmap and outline the value of the SAP AFS/FMS platform
Work together with the SAP AFS functional team and SAP AFS technical team
implement, customize and test solutions on client system and develop client-
specific enhancements to meet business requirements as needed
Architecting Domain Driven Design and Identifying Bounded Contexts

Example of Managing Architect Job Description
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Responsible for preparing roadmaps & strategy for Integration department
Work/Assist on the development of proposals and presentations of proposals
Anticipates potential objections and prepare case accordingly
Experience with one of the following systems is a must
Superb written and verbal communication skills listening skills
At least 5 years of experience with Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
systems with in-depth knowledge and experience in Human Capital
Management (HCM) / Human Resources systems / HCM business processes


